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Introduction to the Mapping and Visualization Theme
The analysis of a problem begins with the ability to see it, understand it, and be able to
communicate that understanding to others. Often, this begins by being able to formulate diverse
data in a coherent way.
This theme will show how different methods can be used to generate visual representations of
complex situations. The use of these methods will be illustrated by examples from the working
group members.
These methods are story telling in a visual way and provide a richer way (qualitatively different,
more complete and helpful) to grapple effectively with complexity and complex systems that can
be more comprehensive, clarify interconnections and patterns and show the dynamism of the
system possibly suggesting helpful interventions.
The methods described are: Qualitative Mapping, Mixed Qualitative-Quantitative Methods, and
Automated Quantitative Visualization.
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I. Qualitative Mapping
"When this is, that is. From the arising of this, comes the arising of that. When this
isn't, that isn't. From the cessation of this, comes the cessation of that. This is
connected to that. Everything is connected to everything else."
-Attributed to The Buddha
"When you pick up one piece of this planet, you find that, one way or another, it’s
attached to everything else - if you jiggle over here, something is going to wiggle over
there ... We need this sense of the continuing interconnectedness of the system as part of
the common knowledge, so that politicians feel it and believe it, and so that voters feel it
and believe it, and so that kids feel it and believe it, so that they’ll grow up with an
ethic."
-Wallace White, quoted on p. 3 of System Effects by Robert Jervis, 1997.
Qualitative concept maps provide a way of visualizing the important elements of a system and
how they influence each other. Determining these elements and connections is a daunting task
because any real system of people and groups and culture is so complex. By starting at any
arbitrary point and then working out the elements and their connections provides a thought
process, often done by several people at the same time, helping, challenging, correcting, editing
each other, to construct such a map. The process of this construction leads to new thoughts and
realizations that are then reified in the map. This thought process is itself even more important
than the final physical structure of the map.
The map may be drawn with markers and pens and pencils (and erasers) on paper or through the
use of computer programs that make it easier to create the graphics. Different classes of
elements may be represented by different shapes or colors. Different classes of influences may
be represented by lines with arrows indicating directionality, different types of lines representing
positive or negative influences, or different thicknesses of lines representing different strengths
of connections.
The flow of arrows around the map may indicate central hubs identifying their importance in the
system and positive or negative feedback loops. The dynamic actions implied by the static
elements and influences may suggest possible places to intervene that would produce the most
effective changes wanted in the system. Evaluating the effects of such interventions and then
redrawing the map accordingly provides an iterative procedure for Action Research.
The following examples illustrate qualitative maps implemented in different ways and applied to
different social situations.
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Claudia E. Cohen,
ICCCR, Teachers College, Columbia University
A beginner’s mind: Using maps/visualizations in my work
My introduction to systems thinking came in the late ‘90s when I took a transformative
weeklong workshop from Peter Senge and colleagues at MIT. I learned about causal loop
diagrams (as described in Senge’s Fifth Discipline Fieldbook and elsewhere) but did not find a
strong utility for the organizational change, conflict coaching and leadership development work I
was doing at the time. My work with organizational change was based in doing culture scans
and constructing narratives that included both verbatim quotes and synthesized analyses to hold
up a cultural mirror to both the organization and its leaders.
Fast forward a decade or so. I am introduced to (dynamical) systems thinking and to the
more well-defined and elaborated causal loop diagrams applied to the dynamics of conflict and
peace in communities and nations, as described in the work of Peter Coleman (5%), Rob
Ricigliano, Danny Burns and others. Now I can see the potential utility of applying mapping
tools to my Participatory Action Research studying the culture of a community based service
organization and its impact on the formerly incarcerated men and women attempting to reenter
society that they serve. We have collected a vast amount of primarily qualitative data – both
interview and archival – as well as field notes from our many meetings in an attempt to
understand, among other things, why violent acts are so rare in the system, despite the violent
backgrounds of many clients. We have identified key elements of the culture and the impacts on
their “success” that clients and residents of a supportive housing facility report . Mapping the
elements in the culture, how they reinforce and balance one another and the interplay with
clients’ reactions to and embodiments of the culture, and particularly the relationship to
nonviolence, may be a valuable addition to the tools we have used previously.
I come to this session in hopes of developing a deeper understanding of how to
conceptualize and apply causal loop analysis and other visualization techniques to my current
and future work. I hope that my experience with organizational assessments based in narrative
will add value to our conversations.
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Orit Gal
April 2014
Systemic Mapping - trends synthesis
Objective: as part of a comprehensive operational design process, this phase aims to visualize a
synthesis of the leading dynamics currently reshaping the system, so as to better detect strategic
leverages for intervention.
Rationale: a visual aid for decision-makers designing action to address a complex challenge (i.e.
transforming it). A Complex challenge is an adaptive environment. Effective Interventions
towards its transformation require better insight into the multi-layered dynamic structures
reshaping its future (existing relationships tend to reflect already manifested trends from the past
and therefore cannot be harnessed). Thus the leading question is – what is currently changing
within the system? The strategic leverages will be found by identifying either emerging
convergences of forces, or emerging unsustainable tensions building up amongst different forces.
Each can then be translated into a designed course of action that will take advantage of the
potential systemic fallouts.
Perspective: “inside-out” explorative rather than descriptive - while initial expert-led mapping
of a phenomenon may provide useful information as to its nature (the basis for academic and
policy papers), it cannot provide the basis for strategic design. As strategy is carried out by an
agent within the system, the complex challenge at hand must be explored from her own
perspective, i.e. how it looks from her unique window onto the world and her unique available
paths to action. (In other words any system can be represented by as many dynamic models as
the agents operating within it).
Example: part of a project for a new London-based initiative aiming to embed sustainability and
social purpose into the advertising industry. This synthesis exercise followed the identification of
over 150 economic, political, cultural and technological trends that are potentially undermining
existing advertising business model structures (“de-territorialising dynamics”), and/or building
potential for new ones (“territorialising dynamics”).
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Heidi and Guy Burgess
Guy Burgess and I (Heidi Burgess) use mapping as a teaching tool at both the undergraduate and
graduate levels. Students are asked to choose a complex, intractable conflict to study for the
semester and then are asked to map their conflicts, using information found from scholarly
sources, news sources, and other Internet sources (such as interviews with disputants, NGO
reports, etc.).
Rather than creating one “spaghetti diagram,” we urge students to create simpler, interlinked sets
of maps, focused on different “levels” and “layers.” Levels refers to macro, meso, or micro—
zoomed out to look at the big picture, or zoomed in to look carefully at one element and its
attributes. Layers is a term drawn from Google maps. Just as they have the “traffic layer,” the
“satellite layer,” and the terrain layer, we have the “party layer,” the “structural layer,” etc.
While they can do this in any way they want to, students often have one layer/map for parties
and parties’ attributes and relationships, another map for events, a third map for structural
elements, etc. These maps are then linked together, either through actual computer links or
through text documentation which explains the relationships between the maps.
Since most of our students not very computer savvy (and some are downright computer-phobic),
we keep the suggested mapping programs simple and familiar. Many use power point, putting
each level and layer on different slides and having links between the slides using the internal
hyperlink utility. More and more are using Prezi, which has a nice zoom feature which
illustrates the moves from the macro level to the micro in a very intuitive way. The downside of
prezi is that it tends to hide the arrows, expect in the zoomed out mode. It also isn’t nearly as
versatile in terms of drawing features. A number of ours students have also used vensim, some
have made websites, and a few others used programs I didn’t recognize, but they saved the maps
as pdfs so everyone could open them. We recently learned about Kumu, and look forward to
introducing students to that as well next fall.
What, exactly, they are asked to map differs from one class to the next. In my class on
Intractable Conflicts, I use Peter Coleman’s book and students are usually asked to map both
objective and subjective elements, including parties, cultural beliefs, norms, and institutions,
issues, needs, interests, hopes, fears, actions, and events (roughly following Peter’s list on page
122-3). We often add in a power map which shows both sources and power strategies/dynamics.
In other classes, we use Rob Ricigliano’s book and have students map SAT elements, often
adding in power and events as well. This last semester for a 5-week graduate class, I took out
the power and events maps, thinking SAT was enough for that short a time frame. Most of the
students put it back in anyway, noting they couldn’t tell the story they wanted to tell without an
events map.
After students create the maps, they are asked to document them (explaining the story they show
in words) and also to analyze them: looking for “hubs” or “energy centers,” positive (escalatory)
feedback loops that might be interrupted and de-escalatory loops that might be strengthened.
They also look for parties who might be able to play bridge builder roles, and other “ripe places”
in the map where a local intervention might have broader systemic effects. They then develop
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rudimentary intervention plans and hypothesize the effects these interventions might have on the
micro, meso, and macro systems.
This approach to conflict analysis has been well received in all of our classes, and we have noted
that the students, no matter what their level, tend to develop more sophisticated understandings
of both the conflict, and potential interventions than they used to do when we just had them
doing text-based conflict assessment. Mapping really does highlight the complexity of these
conflicts, but by using the layered and levelled approach, it keeps each map simple enough that it
can be relatively easily built and understood.
We are now contemplating how to build an even simpler “map builder template” (we also call it
“map-building-lite”) that might be used by parties themselves and others who do not want to go
through a semester-long mapping process, but who could benefit from even a simple mapping
exercise to visualize what major elements are driving a conflict.
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Stephen Gray and Josephine Roos
The mapping approaches we use are for the purposes of data collection in communities
experiencing conflict. The broad aim of these mapping processes is to articulate causes and
actors involved in conflict in the communities (or societies) we are investigating for the purpose
of a) informing communities about causes and dynamics of conflict in their communities, b)
revealing possibly new or improved interventions to address conflict, and c) locating
organisations within the dynamics of the conflict context, enabling them to be aware of the
conflict sensitivity risks of their own actions. These methods are participatory in nature, meaning
the maps are co-created by the participants themselves and our process is largely to facilitate the
enquiry and encourage opportunities for further action and reflection.
We primarily use three methods. The first is traditional feedback loop mapping, which is well
known and detailed in Peter’s 5% book. The only innovation we’ve added is to attempt to map
the unmanifest – i.e. use the maps as a point of departure to ask questions about how the system
might shift if given events were to talk place. We also try to identify the dominant dynamics in
these maps, which can be used to explain system pathology, and the maintenance of system
dynamics in an attractor state.
The second method we use is actor analysis. It’s a pretty straightforward participatory mapping
technique to articulate the actors involved in a conflict situation, and the relationships between
them.
The third is Danny’s method based on systemic inquiry, a la the work in Milwaukee. We collect
hundreds of narratives from conflict affected communities, and bring them together, mapping the
factors, actors, events, and other relevant details of the environment you’re trying to categorize.
Not surprisingly, of key interest are the dynamics and systemic relationships between data
points, unexpected dynamics and opportunities for intervention.
We have for some time been interested in developing computer software to simplify and make
these mapping exercises more sophisticated. It would be quite easy to contract a software
developer to do this.
Even more interesting is a more ambitious project that we considered previously with Andrezj
Nowak, which involves computer modelling of conflict systems. This would require richer and
more quantitative data, but could potentially tell us much more about system behaviour were it to
be perturbed in different ways. A key difference with a modeling approach which is perhaps
missing from the methods I’ve mentioned, is in revealing the dimension of time.
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II. Mixed Qualitative-Quantitative Methods:
Computational and Geospatial
Here's an interesting oxymoron. In science, quantitative numbers are only important because of
the qualitative insights that they give to us. The numbers themselves are of little meaning alone,
it is what the numbers tell us, the new qualitative information that they provide about the features
of a system, or about the mechanisms that give rise to those features, that are important.
For example, the overall density (that is, the mass divided by volume,) of our sun is about 1.5
gm/cm3. The density of iron is about 8 gm/cm3 and the density of coal is about 2 gm/cm3. That
1.5 and those other numbers therefore tell us that the sun could not possibly be a glowing red hot
ball of iron or a burning ball of coal. What is important is how different numbers connect to
different qualities, so the numbers tell us what qualities the system may have, or may not have.
It is not significant whether the density of the sun is 1.435 gm/cm3 instead of 1.5 gm/cm3. That
difference is only important if it would lead us to us a different qualitative understanding about
the sun.
Numbers that lead to qualitative insights about social systems can come from experimental data
or computer simulations based on mathematical models. For example, the numbers from the
measurement of the distribution of the sizes of farms or the relative areas of different types of
land use can provide information about the social process at work and perhaps even predict the
future patterns of what will happen next.
Computer models can also be made of how people, or groups of people, interact with each other.
In some models, each element in the model is called an "agent". These agents can be given
different properties, that is, how they respond to the other agents and the other factors in the
system. Often, these simple rules of action of the agents produce entirely unexpected global
properties in the system which are called "emergent" properties. These global emergent
properties can be very different from the agent level properties, as different as the nature of
oxygen and hydrogen from the water that they form together, cool and wet and nourishing,
cascading in turbulent spirals over a high waterfall in beautiful Hawai'i.
The following examples illustrate how quantitative observational geospatial data and the
quantitative results of computer agent based models can provide qualitative insights into
complex social systems.

(Sorry for the out of date use of the gm/cm3 units in the densities above which should really be
expressed in the SI (metric) system of kg/m3 but I'm used to those old units and change can be
hard sometimes.)
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Visualizations for Informing Multiagent Models
Armando Geller, armando@scensei.com
Multiagent models are representations of real-life systems composed of an environment and a
collection of decision making entities called agents. As an autonomous entity, each agent uses
internal cognitive and deliberative mechanisms to make purposive decisions to achieve goals.
Agents are designed to repeatedly interact, generating dynamics of the systems as a function of
its initial conditions, agent choices, and external shocks.
At Scensei we integrate extant techniques with our own innovations to arrive at pragmatic
routines to create multiagent models using empirical information. Visualizations play a key role
in this process. The first step is to map available information and determine different ways it can
inform the model. The outcome of this step is a data diagram. We then identify the actors in a
system and with whom they are interacting. We call this an actor-relationship diagram. Using
contexts we model actor behaviors, arriving in the third step at what we call an activity diagram.
Taken together, the diagrams tell us about how envisaged interactions change the state of the
environment and actors.
Based on our recent work on Nepal, I will provide examples for data, actor-relationship and
activity diagrams and walk participants through how to create these. No technical skills are
needed, but those who are interested can download a version of Gephi, an open-source software
for visualizing and analyzing networks from gephi.org.
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Geospatial Visualization, Estimation, and Analysis
Joshua Fisher, PhD
AC4, The Earth Institute
Columbia University
The basic goals and structure of geospatial analysis are conceptually straightforward and offer
powerful tools for visualizing system components and interconnections in a spatially explicit
(geographically referenced and topologically consistent) way. The process of system
visualization begins with the generation of a base map (a city, a landscape, an island), and then
overlaying sets of data that demonstrate features of interest (water sources, aquifer boundaries
and depths, transportation infrastructure, population, pollution sources, etc.) to develop a
systematic understanding of the physical system and its spatial distribution. This can enable us
to explore a set of interactions and spatial relationships, and also point us toward new questions
that can then serve as the basis for future hypothesis testing.
For instance, the link between diamonds and social conflicts has been advanced repeatedly in
explanations for civil conflicts in many parts of the world. By visualizing the spatial distribution
of both civil conflict and diamond reserves (Figure 1), we are able to gain a better sense of those
claims. Importantly, we are able to see that the presence of diamonds alone is not sufficient to
explain civil war. However, we can see that in many places there may in fact be some
correlation. By visualizing the two phenomena in this way, we are able to ask, what other factors
exacerbate, moderate, or mediate the relationship between the two?

Figure 1: Location of diamond reserves mapped against the location of conflicts between 1991 –
2004. Data on armed conflicts provided in Rustad et al 2009. Data on the location of diamond
reserves provided Gilmore et al 2005.
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With the advent of tools like Google Earth, most people with an internet connection have
become consumers of geospatial information, and many use simple geographic information
systems (GIS) on a routine basis. Geospatial analytics takes the next step, enabling us to display,
manipulate, and analyze spatial relationships among multiple elements of an environment to
explore questions and challenges in precise ways. For instance, by creating spatially explicit
maps and overlays, we are able to mathematically estimate things like potential water demand,
optimal placement for infrastructure, pollution dispersal rates and flows, etc. The basic concept
applies to any set of phenomena that have a physical location, range, or spectral signature. In the
example below (Figure 2), we describe how this can be used to explore the physical drivers of
social processes.

Figure 2: Geospatial analytics enables the analyst to quantitatively assess the relationship
between variables in an environment. The example in this figure describes a hypothetical model
for the former state of Sudan (prior to the split of Sudan and South Sudan. In this model, three
social variables are identified, with georeferenced data for locations of 1) riots and protests, 2)
violence against civilians, and 3) battles. Based on theoretical assumptions, a series of social,
economic, environmental and political data are then overlaid on the base map, and a grid of
uniform cells is constructed. Each cell is then coded for values of covariates as well as for the
presence and absence of conflict variables. Through a series of mathematical models, the
relationship of conflict events to each of the covariates enables an analyst to predict the risk of
future events for each type of conflict. NOTE: the model presented above is hypothetical, and
does not denote actual risk.
References
Gilmore, Elisabeth; Nils Petter Gleditsch, Päivi Lujala & Jan Ketil Rød, 2005. ‘Conflict Diamonds: A New
Dataset’, Conflict Management and Peace Science 22(3): 257–292
Rustad, S., Rod, J. K., Larsen, W., & Gleditsch, N. P. (2008). Foliage and Fighting: Forest Resources and the Onset,
Duration, and Location of Civil War. Political Geography , 27, 761-782.
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III. Automated Quantitative Visualization
What can be done my people today can sometimes be done by computers tomorrow. Computer
programs can snatch information from the words, sounds, and pictures that flow over the internet
through websites, blogs, videos, newspapers, and social media. Advances were first made in
understanding how to link together these different types of information: to match the number on
the uniform of a soccer player in a video with a newspaper article about him.
Now, computational "natural language processing" and "semantic analysis" are together
beginning to successfully approach an "understanding" of what that information means. The
computer programs are getting better at doing this all the time. Automated programs can then
create visualizations representing the behavior of people over time or how they are connected in
social networks, or even the different social roles that they play in those networks. The computer
programs automatically analyzing "big data" don't even need to be told how to make sense of the
data. Using "machine learning" algorithms they can determine connections, interdependencies,
patterns, and segmentation into different classes that no person has seen before.
Where this is leading is hard to predict and may be even a little frightening. Right now the
computer programs are being "trained" to learn more about the physical, biological, and social
worlds. For example, large databases of spoken language have been very valuable in
developing algorithms for computers to understand and parse speech. In fact, the on-line courses
developed for humans are a great place for automated programs to learn a lot about the world
around us, how we perceive the world around us, and us ourselves.
In the future, these techniques may prove valuable in understanding and solving (or causing)
social problems. Rather than presenting detailed explanations of these methods and how to
apply them in a practical way to solve social problems, the following examples are meant more
like a trailer of coming movie attractions to show you what computers can now do without
(direct) human intervention, and therefore to give you a view into future possibilities.
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Larry Liebovitch
Example 1: Movements of people through cities, a sample of what can be done visualizing
"big data". Foursquare is a smartphone app that provides information around you when you
"check-in" at a location such your residence, restaurant, entertainment venue, outdoors activity,
or a store. By putting a years worth of this data together from many different people, foursquare
created a map of the motion and activities of people moving through New York City, San
Francisco, and Tokyo over a 24 hour period. One frame from the video showing New York and
Tokyo is shown below, the video itself is at http://player.vimeo.com/video/62289901

Example 2: Social Networks of people who share an interest in the computer programing
language Python. This is a good example of how computers can now find on-line data about
individual people, determine how they are connected to each other, and create a visual
representation of their relationships. Python is an open source (free) computer language that is
very good at handling very large data sets and at parsing (making sense of) text. It is commonly
used in "big data" applications such as those that analyze information from on-line databases or
web pages. Gilad Lotan used a python computer program to find all the people on Twitter who
had the word "python" in their Twitter user bio. His computer program also then identified
which of those people were Twitter followers of each other and created a graph of their
connections. http://giladlotan.com/blog/mapping-twitters-python-data-science-communities/
In the image below, a mathematical measure called modularity, is used to color the graph to
identify the groups of people that post in English, Japanese, Spanish, or Chinese.
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Lotan writes how this graph gives us interesting information about this community:
"The two dominant clusters [English and Japanese] are quite separate except a
layer of connectivity in between. These are potentially “bridge programmers”,
those who are connected to both the western Pythonistas as well as the Japanese.
The Chinese accounts posting to Twitter are far less connected to the rest of the
Python engineers. This might be due to the fact that Twitter is not commonly
used in mainland China due to the fact that the services is censored there. Now
for the best bit of all, there’s a tiny purple cluster off to the left which is
completely separated from the rest of the graph. When we dive into this section,
surprise surprise, we see the true pythons. Yes, Twitter handles such as
@247snakes and @WorldOfBail. Folks and feeds obsessed with snakes of all
forms. Awesome!"
Example 3: Using Natural Language Processing to determine the roles that people play in a
social network. Yulia Tyshchuk, Hao Li, Heng Ji, and William A. Wallace
http://nlp.cs.rpi.edu/paper/eventsocial.pdf analyzed tweets about the 2011 Japan tsunami. Their
computer programs also determined the followers of those tweets and use that information to
create a graph of their social network. But their computer programs did not stop at merely
identifying the use of specific words in those tweets, but went further to perform a "semantic"
analysis using what is called Natural Language Processing. That means, to a degree, those
programs can identify the meaning of what is being said. From those meanings they identified
different roles that people played in the social network. The "diffuser leader" spreads
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information through the social network because they have a very large number of Twitter
followers. The "gatekeeper leader" controls the information flow between sub-groups of people
that are otherwise not connected with each other. The "information broker" is one who has many
incoming tweets from other people and so achieves high power within the network because they
become both the source of information and the ability to confirm the accuracy of information
when requested by other members of the social network. The image below shows their social
network with different communities defined by different colors and different shapes for the
actions performed: square for "receive the warning" rectangle for "seek and obtain
confirmation", and circle for "the prescribed action".
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Example 4: An example for this workshop. We wanted to provide an example of these
techniques relevant to issues in Hawaii. This example was developed by Larry Liebovitch
(Webpage: http://people.qc.cuny.edu/faculty/Larry.Liebovitch) and Jonathan Hernandez (Github:
https://github.com/jonathan1987, LinkedIn: https://www.linkedin.com/in/jonathanhernandez87,
jayhernandez1987@gmail.com) at Queens College, City University of New York. We
developed a computer program that identified people who used the word "locavore" (eating
locally grown foods) in their tweets. We used a combination of the tweepy and networkx Python
modules as well as the open source graphing tool gephi. The image below shows the social
network of those people organized into groups by their time zone, the largest being the Eastern
Standard Time zone.
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The next image below shows the group from the Central European Time zone with those people
who post in English shown in red and those who post in French shown in blue. (Each person in
this network connects with all the other people because we defined the connections as being in
the same time zone.)

We next sought to determine which of the locavores in these social networks were following
other locavores in the same, or different, groups. With the limited time before the conference we
started this process, as shown by the following small sample. An arrow starting from user 1 with
its arrowhead touching user 2, means that user 1 is following the updates, tweets, and pictures of
user 2. (Twitter limits the amount of information that a program can download in a given time.
The researches who constructed the previous examples were more successful at doing that than
us. For us this program is still a work in progress.)
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APPENDICES
Appendix A: Mapping and Visualization Toolkit
Compiled by Christine Straw
(Draft May 14, 2014)
Tools that support the visualization of complex systems and data sets can aid analysis and
communications processes. The following list includes tools that members of the group have
used or have heard may be promising. Tools are divided into three categories to mirror the
structure of the 2014 DST Innovation Lab workshop on Mapping and Visualization. Tools listed
in bold have been described in more detail in the following pages.
1. Qualitative/participatory tools (concept maps)
• Paper and markers; sticky notes, etc. – various
• Power Point - various
• Prezi (Guy and Heidi)
• Vue (Visual Understanding Environment (Tufts)) - Chris
• Insight Maker
• Kumu - Rob and Hawaii Quality of Life project; Chris
2. Mixed Qualitative-Quantitative (including geospatial)
• Attractor Landscape Model (ALM)
3. Automated Quantitative (including computer generated social network graphs)
• Gephi – Armando
The following format is offered as a starting point for sharing information.
Format:
TITLE:
LINKS:
COST:
PLATFORMS:
SHORT DESCRIPTION:
COMMENTS: (Please include your experience with the tool - application, ease of
use, any other thoughts your colleagues will find helpful.)
USER(s):
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Tool Descriptions
1. Qualitative/participatory tools (concept maps)
VUE (Visual Understanding Environment); Tufts University
LINKS: http://vue.tufts.edu
Sample maps:
Link from Tufts web site: http://mendingjuju.wikispaces.com/4.1+SB+Design;
Personal map: http://conflictinnovationlab.wordpress.com/wpadmin/post.php?post=1060&action=edit
COST: Free download
PLATFORM: Windows, Mac, Linux
SHORT DESCRIPTION: VUE is described as a “concept and content mapping application,
developed to support teaching, learning and research… Using a simple set of tools and a
basic visual grammar consisting of nodes and links, [users] can map relationships
between concepts, ideas and digital content.” (http://vue.tufts.edu/about/index.cfm). The
tool also supports mapping pathways, shifting between a map view to maintain a sense of
context and a detailed content view of individual nodes; importing ontologies; and the
ability to merge and compare maps. Nodes and links are drawn manually. The tool
contains a palette consisting of different shapes for nodes, line widths, arrow selection
and a color/paint options.
User COMMENTS/Review: VUE is a fairly easy to learn tool to support concept mapping
including the development of basic systems maps and simple network maps. In my
limited use while finishing my capstone project, it was most beneficial in helping to
organize and reorganize nodes and links without having to manually redraw an entire
map and to incorporate a legible product in a written document. I used the tool
independently and not in a collaborative environment.
User(s): Chris Straw
Kumu
LINKS: https://kumu.io
SAMPLE MAP: Hawaii Quality of Life Project: http://hawaiiqualityoflife.org/systemmaps/issue-maps/ (click on map for interactive experience)
COST: free if maps are ‘public’; monthly fee of $29 and up based on number of private
‘projects’; individual projects can contain multiple maps
PLATFORM: Cloud based
SHORT DESCRIPTION: Homepage notes: “Kumu is a powerful cloud-based visualization
platform for mapping systems and better understanding relationships.” Offers network
mapping, systems mapping and ‘infographics’. Maps can be ‘drawn’ manually or data
can be uploaded from .xlsx formatted file and the map dynamically created by Kumu.
Data and files can be embedded into links and nodes; connections can be automatically
redrawn based on attributes quickly revealing different relationships. Maps can be
viewed and updated by multiple users supporting collaborative work. Links to maps can
be embedded in webpages.
COMMENTS: We’ve been using Kumu to construct a network map of scholars, practitioners
and organizations addressing conflict, peace and social change through the lens of
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complexity science. While the tool is largely intuitive, practice is needed to gain some
proficiency. Graphics are beautiful and visually meaningful. It’s very easy to paint
nodes or links based on attributes that are quantitative or qualitative revealing new
insights.
LAB USER(S): Rob Ricigliano, Chris Straw
Note: Jeff Mohr, the developer, is planning on attending the 2014 Lab.
2. Mixed qualitative/quantitative (including geospatial)
(to be identified)
3. Quantitative (including computer generated social network graphs)
Gehpi
LINKS: https://gephi.org
COST: Gephi is open-source and free.
PLATFORMS: Windows, Linux and Mac OS X
SHORT DESCRIPTION: As described on the Gephi website, Gephi is an interactive
visualization and exploration platform for all kinds of networks and complex systems,
dynamic and hierarchical graphs. Gephi is open-source software for visualizing and
analyzing large networks graphs. Gephi uses a 3D render engine to display graphs in realtime and speed up the exploration. You can use it to explore, analyze, spatialize, filter,
cluterize, manipulate and export all types of graphs. Source: gephi.org
COMMENTS:
Lab USER(s): Larry Liebovitch; Armando Geller
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Appendix B: Description of Obesity System Influence Diagram
Screen shot of Visual Complexity website project description:
http://www.visualcomplexity.com/vc/project.cfm?id=622
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